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Guidelines for Contributors

Contributions to the *Journal* are welcomed on all subjects relating to the life and works of William Morris. The Editor would be grateful if contributors could bear in mind the following guidelines when submitting articles and reviews:

1. Contributions should be in English, and be word-processed or typed using 1.5 spacing, and printed on one side of A4. They should be circa 5,000 words in length, although shorter and longer pieces will also be considered.

2. Articles should ideally be produced in electronic form (e.g. preferably in Word.doc format). Please send your article as an email attachment to journal@williammorrisociety.org.uk, or on a memory card or CD, marked for the attention of the Editor, JWMS, to:
   The William Morris Society,
   Kelmscott House, 26 Upper Mall
   Hammersmith
   London W6 9TA
   United Kingdom.

3. Contributions in hard copy only are also accepted, and should be sent to the same address.

4. In formatting your article, please follow JWMS house style by consulting a recent issue of the *Journal*. Back issues are available from The William Morris Society at the above address, or online at: <morrissociety.org/publications/journal>

5. An expanded version of these guidelines, which contributors are also encouraged to consult, may be found at: <wms.bookswarm.co.uk/guidelines-for-contributors> or may be obtained from the Editor. Articles which do not follow JWMS house style may be returned to authors for re-editing.

6. Copyright. Please remember to obtain permission from the copyright owner/owning institution(s) (e.g. the Tate Gallery, William Morris Gallery, etc.) to reproduce any image(s) you wish to include. Please note that it is ultimately the author's responsibility to secure permissions to reproduce images. Copies of permissions to reproduce copyright illustrations will be requested once articles have been accepted for publication. Permissions relating to Morris's own works should be sought from:
   The General Secretary
   Society of Antiquaries of London
   Burlington House, Piccadilly
   London W1J 0BE
   United Kingdom
   or by email at admin@sal.org.uk.

7. Biographical information. At the end of your article please include a short biographical note of not more than fifty words.

Please note that the views of individual contributors are not to be taken as those of The William Morris Society.